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About This Game

It has been 10 years since the 'Barrow Hill Incident', a terrible, unsolved mystery, when several people lost their lives to the
force inside the hill. No-one knows what really happened, except you. Something to do with the ancient standing stones, the old

Druid Circle. It was built by pagans, millennia ago, for purposes that we can only guess at. Until now.

It is the Autumn Equinox, when day and night are equal, exactly as they were a decade ago. You have returned to the scene of
the crime, seeking answers. Could such an event happen again? What trials and offerings await? As you leave the car behind,

and step into the dark world of the old woods, you wonder whether you seek the truth, or you are following the Dark Path.

Joining you on your adventure, once again, is kooky amateur late-night DJ Emma Harry. She is worried for her teenage friend,
Mia, who has been behaving suspiciously. Emma has heard rumours of rituals, ceremonies and Devil Worship near the old

Barrow Hill Service Station. Could Mia be involved? She may have good reason, Mia's brother Ben was among the missing 10
years ago. Is time repeating itself?

Features -

Sequel to Barrow Hill - Curse of the Ancient Circle.

A classic style 'point and click' adventure.

Explore the woods, standing stones and abandoned buildings of Barrow Hill, Cornwall.
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A full spooky soundtrack, featuring real-world sfx from the setting.

Solve a myriad of puzzles and enigmas.

Full voice cast, to bring the adventure to life.

Search for lost treasures from the Bronze Age.

Use archaeology to uncover sites not seen for thousands of years.
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Title: Barrow Hill: The Dark Path
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Shadow Tor Studios
Publisher:
Iceberg Interactive
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB DX 9.0c compliant video card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible Audio

English,German
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This game keeps crashing, my computer is a 2.2GHz dual core with 8Gb RAM & 1Tb SSHD. I used it for the first time on new
year's Day with my family and some friends, we got one complete game out of 6 that we tried. Any suggestions would be
appreciated to try to make this work better?. Allowed me to send in endless waves of soldiers as cannon fodder.
Since there are no WW1 games this one is an good alternative with the right mod.
9/10 love this strategy game and the AI is not the dumbest.. not my type of game. An Ikea browsing simulation with unnerving
chick flick overtones featuring a voice cameo by George Takei. Very fun and addictive game. It's almost identical to the
PopCap game Zuma, in a good way. I enjoyed Zuma very much and I enjoyed this game equally as much. The learning curve in
this game is very well constructed and it is an overall very aesthetically pleasing, colorful, and enjoyable experience.
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10/10 would recommend great plot development and characters it was so good i jerked off while playing.
я прошел город а уровень Stone cold не открылась!!!!
ПОЧЕМУ????????
. This game is a puzzle in every aspect: gameplay, menus, story. At first I finish 3 archives before I realize that there is text
behind them. Great time, if you like greedy atmosphere and unique puzzles.. Not too bad of a game so far. Personally I'm going
to wait until it is fully finished so I can play all the way through a path. Also I hope there might be an option to skip certain
sections if you have completed it once, ones that don't really change depending on your path.. absolute perfection. i spent at least
a whole hour on this ♥♥♥♥ing game. i hate it so much but i love it as well. it's a tough relationship.. You begin the game by
peeing into a toilet in the middle of a forest.
Then, the bus that dropped you off pops a wheelie as it drives off.
Then, you walk into a ghost town - the same ghost town seen in games like "Devil's Share" and "The Note" - it's a map pack
called "HE - Ghost Town MegaPack", available on the Unity Store for $45, and it appears in this game completely unaltered.

The town contains buildings that are pitch black inside and there is no flashlight or source of light.

At one point, you'll come across a monster covered in poop that pops out of a barrel for a "jumpscare."

Yep. That's the game. You can see most of the stuff I just described in the screenshots for the game if you're skeptical, but this
is a joke. A distinctly unfunny one.. Fun as hell. Reminds me a little of the old Descent games, but with bi(tri)planes. Real fast
paced, fun MP or skirmish (bots). For some reason you have to check the "invert Y" box for Xbox controller before every map
using my gamepad, but other than that and a little time to get used to the flying mechanics in the game, I have a blast.

Oh, and Steam achievements!!. FANTASTIC game that gets virtually no attention. The best flight combat game I've played
since Crimson Skies: High Road to Revenge. That being said, I haven't played much inbetween those two games, so maybe my
oppinion isn't THAT strong, but still, I loved playing this game.. Street Fighter about dogs. It's an decent time killer, despite its
claims, it's not very different than any of the other hidden object games. I'd wait until you see it on sale before picking it up.
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